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Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are most probably powered by collimated relativistic outflows
(jets) from accreting black holes at cosmological distances. Bright afterglows are produced
when the outflow collides with the ambient medium. Afterglow polarization directly probes
the magnetic properties of the jet, when measured minutes after the burst, and the geomet-
ric properties of the jet and the ambient medium when measured hours to days after the
burst1,2,3,4,5. High values of optical polarization detected minutes after burst in GRB 120308A
indicate the presence of large-scale ordered magnetic fields originating from the central engine5
(the power source of the GRB). Theoretical models predict low degrees of linear polarization
and negligable circular polarization at late times6,7,8, when the energy in the original ejecta
is quickly transferred to the ambient medium and propagates farther into the medium as a
blastwave. Here we report the detection of circularly polarized optical light in the afterglow of
GRB 121024A, measured 0.15 days after the burst. We show that the circular polarization is
intrinsic to the afterglow and unlikely to be produced by dust scattering or plasma propagation
effects. A possible explanation is to invoke anisotropic (rather than the commonly assumed
isotropic) electron pitch angle distributions, and we suggest that new models are required to
produce the complex microphysics of realistic shocks in relativistic jets9,10,11.
Magnetic fields play a crucial role in the physics of relativistic jets, for example in the jet formation,
acceleration and collimation processes12,13,1. On smaller spatial scales, there is a strong connection between
particle acceleration and magnetic field generation in the collision-less relativistic shocks that create GRB
afterglows9,10,11. Our understanding of magnetic field properties in GRBs and their afterglows has improved
rapidly through recent observational successes, such as time resolved linear polarimetry of prompt gamma-
2
ray emission14,15 (just seconds after burst) and the observed transition of reverse shock emission (high optical
linear polarization, seen just minutes after burst) to the early forward shock afterglow emission (lower levels
of linear polarization)5. These observations have given support to models predicting large scale ordered fields
in the GRB ejecta5. Late-time polarimetry (hours to days after burst) on the other hand offers the advantage
that at these times the optical emission likely originates from a single emission process, synchrotron emission
from the forward shock (i.e. emission from the shocked ambient medium), in which ordered fields are much
less likely to be present5. This then allows measurements of the geometry of the jet through monitoring of
the late-time polarization angle2,3,4,16,17, but crucially also offers a simple test for afterglow micro-physics
via circular polarimetry - detailed models have been developed, but observational attempts have largely
focussed on radio reverse shocks, producing only upper limits18, and a single optical non-detection17.
GRB 121024A was detected by the Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) onboard the Swift satellite at 02:56:12
UT on 24 October 2012 19; a redshift of z = 2.298 was found shortly after (Methods). We obtained imaging
polarimetry observations with the FOcal Reducer and low dispersion Spectrograph (FORS2) on the Very
Large Telescope (VLT), using a Wollaston prism and quarter and half wavelength plates (Extended Data Fig.
1 and 2). Observations with the Rspecial filter commenced at 2.57 hours after the burst, when the afterglow
had a brightness of R ∼ 19.8 mag. After two sets of linear polarimetry (Plin), we obtained four consecutive
circular polarization (Pcir) measurements, followed by a further 9 Plin measurements (of which 4 on the
second night). Data reduction and calibration follow standard procedures17 (Methods). Simultaneous with
the polarimetry, we monitored the afterglow optical light curve with the Gamma-Ray Burst Optical/Near-
Infrared Detector (GROND) instrument (Methods). In the following we will use a notation where the flux
density F depends on frequency and time as F ∝ t−αν−β , with temporal decay index α and spectral energy
index β.
The X-ray light curve obtained by Swift (retrieved from the online Swift/XRT GRB lightcurve
repository20) is well described by three power law segments, where the first break occurs at tbreak,1 = 619
+199
−348
3
s and a second break at tbreak,2 = 3.4
+1.5
−2.2 × 104 s (errors at 90% confidence level). In the GROND light
curve we find evidence of a break at a time consistent with this last X-ray break (Extended Data Fig. 3).
A combined fit to the X-ray and GROND data, using a smoothly broken power law and a host galaxy
component, gives best fitting break time tbreak,2 = 3.72± 0.07× 104 seconds (see Methods), pre-break light
curve decay indices αpre,opt = 0.93 ± 0.02, αpre,X−ray = 0.96 ± 0.11; post-break light curve decay indices
αpost,opt = 1.25±0.04, αpost,X−ray = 1.67±0.10 (uncertainties are 1σ). The occurrence of a light curve break
simultaneously in X-rays and optical wavelengths is suggestive of a jet break origin. The X-ray+GROND
spectral energy distribution is best fit with a single power law with β = 0.88±0.01 and an optical extinction
AV = 0.22 ± 0.02 magnitudes (Methods; Extended Data Fig. 4). The pre-break temporal and spectral
indices agree with the standard fireball closure relations21 in the situation where the synchrotron cooling
frequency νc and peak frequency νm are below both optical and X-ray frequencies
21.
Figure 1 shows the observed Plin behaviour. Initially the source starts out ∼ 5% polarized (significantly
lower than the ∼ 70% expected for a perfectly ordered magnetic field), which subsequently decays to lower
levels, while the polarization angle is remarkably constant. This shows that the magnetic field directions
are largely random, i.e., the coherence scales of the field in the blast wave are small, but their directions are
confined to the plane of the shock (the detected polarization is attributed to a somewhat off-axis viewing
angle). In the second night of data, the polarization angle is markedly different, consistent with a 90◦ angle
change (Figure 1). We consider this an unambiguous detection of the 90◦ angle change predicted to occur
around the jet break time of a homogeneous, not sideways spreading jet4. The exact time at which the angle
change occurs is dictated by viewing angle4. The observed angle change shows that any ordered magnetic
fields in the forward shock are weak if at all present22.
We acquired the Pcir measurements shown in Figure 2 between the second and third Plin datapoints.
Under the assumption that during this interval no variability in Pcir is expected (the time covered is small
compared to the time after burst), we combine the 4 measurements together, and measure Pcir = 0.61±0.13%
4
(see Methods). We estimate the linear polarization degree during the circular polarimetry interval to be
Plin ∼ 4%: the afterglow shows a ratio Pcir/Plin ∼ 0.15, several orders of magnitude above basic model
predictions (∼ 10−4 at optical wavelengths6,7,8, see Methods), and other relativistic jet sources23 (Figure 3).
A high level of Pcir can be completely intrinsic to the source (e.g. the Pcir of the synchrotron emission
from the source) or have its origin in propagation effects within the source (e.g. Faraday conversion Plin →
Pcir, which is effective in a hot, relativistic medium) or by dust scattering effects along the line of sight.
Plasma propagation effects have been shown to be strong at long wavelengths (close to the synchrotron self
absorption frequency νa), but negligible at optical wavelengths
6,7,8: it is very unlikely these effects play a
role here.
The influence of dust is limited to the host galaxy, as the Galactic extinction towards GRB 121024A
is very small, E(B − V ) = 0.10 (Methods). Dust affects optical Pcir through four possible routes: multiple
scattering in an optically thick medium of dust grains; dichroic scattering by (somewhat aligned) non-
spherical dust grains; dichroic extinction of linearly polarized radiation by (somewhat aligned) non-spherical
dust grains; and the scattering of linearly polarized radiation by randomly oriented dust particles (if the
polarization is not in, or perpendicular to, the scattering plane). The expected Pcir through the latter
three effects depends strongly on the degree of alignment, source inclination and the total amount of dust
involved, for which line of sight extinction may be a proxy24,25. The weak line of sight host galaxy extinction,
AV = 0.22 ± 0.02 magnitudes (see Methods), argues against multiple-scattering effects 25. To rule out the
other possibilities, we simulated the efficiency of conversion of Plin → Pcir through single dust scattering
(that is, where each photon has been scattered at most once by a dust particle), finding maximal conversion
values at high and low scattering angle regimes of ∼ 10% at ∼ 100◦, and ∼ 8% at ∼ 20◦, respectively. Models
based on partially aligned dust grains have lower efficiency. If a large part of Pcir is in fact due to dust, we
expect a large fraction, if not all, of the Plin to be caused by dust scattering too. The linear polarization
curve (Figure 1) shows no signs of this: we would not expect to see a constant angle pre-break, nor for Plin
5
to reach near zero at any point, nor a clear 90◦ angle change over the jet break26. In addition, light scattered
at large scattering angles has not had time to reach us yet (dust very close to the GRB gets destroyed by
the GRB prompt emission). After eliminating plasma propagation effects and dust scattering, we therefore
conclude that the measured Pcir is likely largely or fully intrinsic to the afterglow. It is of some interest to
compare this with the only other afterglow with deep measurements, GRB 091018, which showed limits17:
Pcir < 0.15% (2σ), and Pcir/Plin < 1 (Figures 1, 2, 3).
The origin of the optical circular polarization in the afterglow of GRB 121024A is puzzling and unex-
pected. We expect polarization from the external shock synchrotron emission of Pcir ' γ−1e , where γe is the
random Lorentz factor of the electrons emitting the optical radiation – under the assumption of isotropic
electron pitch angle distribution and perfectly ordered magnetic field8 (see Methods). In this situation, the
observed Pcir would imply extremely low values of γe. Furthermore, since Pcir and Plin are both expected
to be reduced from the value for a perfectly ordered field case by the field randomness in the same way, the
expected Pcir/Plin ratio is the same as for a perfectly ordered field, again scaling with γ
−1
e in the case of
an isotropic electron distribution8. Therefore, the observed polarimetric behaviour poses a challenge to the
long-standing assumption of isotropic electron pitch angle distributions in the GRB forward shock afterglow.
Pitch angle anisotropy has been postulated before as a possible explanation of GRB phenomena as varied
as steep decay phases in X-ray light curves27 and spectra of prompt emission28, but evidence for this has
been lacking. Further hints towards a more complicated structure of emission and acceleration regions come
from observations as varied as high-energy emission in GRBs29 and fast variability of high energy emission
in quasars30. The circular polarization of GRB afterglows as well as quasars (see Fig. 3) offer a new line of
evidence required to guide theoretical studies9,10.
Methods Summary
Both linear and circular polarimetry of the afterglow of GRB 121024A was performed using the FORS2
instrument on the VLT, using the Rspecial filter in imaging polarimetry mode, utilising a Wollaston prism
6
and half- and quarter wavelength plates. We used four plate angles for the linear polarimetry and two for
circular polarimetry, in order be able to use beam-switching to reduce systematic errors, and used aperture
photometry to measure source fluxes. Measurements from polarimetric sequences taken on the second night
after burst were combined together to increase signal to noise. We used field stars to measure the linear
polarization induced by Galactic dust, fitting the distribution in Stokes Q,U with a two dimensional Gaussian
distribution. We monitored the optical afterglow brightness in seven photometric filters using the GROND
instrument, and fit the X-ray data from the Swift satellite together with the GROND data to establish the
presence of a late-time break in the light curve, and fit the X-ray to optical spectral energy distribution
of the afterglow. Finally, we demonstrate how the observed high level of circular polarization contradicts
theoretical estimates, and how anisotropy in the electron pitch angle distribution may explain the observed
ratio of optical circular to linear polarization.
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Figure 1. Linear polarization of the afterglow of GRB 121024A. a, The linear polarization degree
as a function of time; b, the polarization angle is shown. Red points are GRB 121024A, green points are
for the only other Swift GRB afterglow with extensive polarimetry, GRB 091018 17 (error bars are 1σ). The
horizontal axis marks the time since trigger, normalised by the jet break time (tbreak,2 = 3.72 ± 0.07 × 104
s). θ1 and θ2 show the average pre-jet break angles; θ1,2 + 90 demonstrate the 90
◦ angle change predicted
for jet breaks of uniform jets. Horizontal bars show the timespan over which the circular polarimetry was
obtained.
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Figure 2. Optical circular polarization measurements of the afterglow of GRB 121024A. a,
Optical circular polarimetry of the afterglow GRB 121024A; b, Optical circular polarimetry for GRB 09101817
(error bars are 1σ). The horizontal axis shows the time since BAT trigger in the observer frame, on the
vertical axis is the polarization as V/I, in percent. The dotted line indicates V/I = 0, the dashed line shows
the measured V/I from the combined data points, and 1σ uncertainty values around the best combined data
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Figure 3. Optical polarimetry of quasars and GRB afterglows compared. polarization measure-
ments for GRBs 121024A and 091018 (diamond symbols) are shown with optical polarimetry of quasars23
(squares); error bars are 1σ. The data points are colour-coded for redshift. The few quasars with > 3σ
detection of optical circular polarization have high values (≥ 20%) of linear polarization. GRB 121024A has
the highest detected level of optical circular polarization, and at z = 2.298 is the highest redshift object
with a detection, showing the potential for GRBs as probes of possible cosmological propagation effects. We
caution that the range of redshifts means that different restframe wavelengths are compared.
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Methods
Linear and circular polarimetry
GRB 121024A triggered the Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) onboard the Swift satellite at 02:56:12 UT on
24 October 2012 (Swift trigger 536580)19. We will use this trigger time as t0 (i.e. time since burst of an
observation is t = tobs − t0) throughout. The prompt emission shows the burst likely belongs to the class of
long bursts, with a duration t90 = 69±32 seconds31. An X-ray and optical afterglow was found by the Swift
X-ray telescope (XRT) and UV-optical telescope (UVOT)19. The redshift, z = 2.298, was found through
afterglow spectroscopy with the X-shooter instrument on the Very Large Telescope32. Based on the initial
brightness of the UVOT afterglow19 we activated our VLT polarimetry programme (programme 090.D-0789,
PI Wiersema).
The data acquisition strategy, reduction and analysis closely follows that of our recent paper on GRB
09101817, which in turn follows the specific recommendations set out for FORS polarimetry33. We summarise
those methods here, and give additional details specific to the case of GRB 121024A.
Observations in the FORS2 Rspecial filter started at 9.2× 103 sec after burst. Following an acquisition
image (Extended Data Figure 1), polarimetry was acquired in imaging polarimetry (IPOL) mode. In this
instrument mode, a super-achromatic half- or quarter wavelength plate is used (for linear and circular
polarimetry, respectively), after which a Wollaston prism is used to split the light into two beams, the so-
called ordinary and extraordinary beam (hereafter the o and e beam) that have perpendicular polarization.
These beams are imaged simultaneously: a slit mask is used to prevent overlap of the two beams on the
chip (Extended Data Figure 2). All linear polarization measurements are obtained using four rotation angles
(0, 22.5, 45 and 67.5 degrees) of the half wavelength plate; for the circular polarimetry we used two angles
(-45 and +45 degrees) of the quarter wavelength plate. The GRB afterglow was positioned in the middle of
the mask opening at the default (on-axis) position for FORS2 observations, on chip 1. A small number of
linear polarization measurements were taken with a small dither (∼ 16 pixels in Y direction) to eliminate
15
any potential effects of bad pixels / columns; none of these problems were apparent. Extended Data Tables
1 and 2 list the polarimetric observations and their resulting measurements.
Data reduction was done within IRAF, using bias and sky flat frames obtained on the same nights.
Analysis of the data was done via aperture photometry, using IRAF scripts developed for this purpose, using
the following method. We perform aperture photometry of all point sources present on both FORS2 chip 1
and 2, on the o and e images, using an aperture radius of 1.5 times the on-frame full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the point spread function (PSF). The PSF is found via a Gaussian fit on all point source objects,
on a per image basis, and is determined independently for the o and e beam as small differences in PSF
shape may occur between the beams, particularly for objects far off-axis. The PSF value was used to set
the aperture size for e.g. the o beam on chip 1 is the weighted average of the FWHM of all point sources in
that beam, chip and image. The sky subtraction was done using an annulus of inner and outer radii 3 and
4 times the FWHM, respectively. We only included sources for which the sky annulus was fully contained
within the mask and showed no signs of saturation. Using this procedure we measure fluxes fo and fe for
all point-like objects in all frames. Errors are determined using σ2source = g
−1 × f + (nA + n2A/nB)σ2B/pixel ,
where g is the gain, f the flux (fo and fe , source minus the mean background) in the aperture, nA and nB
the number of pixels in aperture and background region; and σB/pixel the variance per pixel in the sky level
within the annulus.
The read noise contribution to the errors is negligible in these data. Images are not combined (i.e. the
depth of coverage per pixel is 1). The purpose of using the four angles for linear polarization, and two for
the circular, is that the beams switch, eliminating several systematic errors (e.g. flat field defects), resulting
in increased reliability33. We use the fluxes to derive the normalised flux difference at angle number i as
Fi = (fo,i − fe,i) / (fo,i + fe,i) = (fo,i − fe,i) /I. We use the Stokes parameters (U,Q, V, I) to describe the
source polarization state, often in normalised form (U/I,Q/I, V/I). These can be expressed in terms of Fi
as: Q/I = 2N
N−1∑
i=0
Fi cos(ipi/2); and U/I =
2
N
N−1∑
i=0
Fi sin(ipi/2), where N is the number of half wavelength
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plate positions (four positions in this case)17,33. The circular polarization Stokes parameter V/I is similarly
computed as V/I = 12 (F45 − F−45). The benefit of the multiple angle observations is clear from these
equations. Further increasing the accuracy by observing at even more angles (e.g. eight angles for linear
polarization) is difficult for sources as faint as the afterglow of GRB 121024A - it would lead to observing
times for single data points that are close to the polarization variability timescale.
We now proceed to correct for the linear polarization induced by dust in our own Galaxy which, along
the line of sight to GRB 121024A, has E(B−V ) = 0.10 34. Using the relation Plin ≤ 0.09×E(B−V ) 35 this
corresponds to a maximum induced polarization of ∼0.9%, which may be a significant fraction of the detected
polarization. To correct for Galactic dust induced polarization, we use the same methods as we used for GRB
09101817: we fit the field star Q,U distribution with a two dimensional Gaussian function. We use three cuts
on the sources entering the distribution: we require a polarimetric error < 0.9%, a polarization value below
1.5% and a radial distance to the GRB position smaller than 2.5 arc minutes. This last cut is to counter
the effects of instrumental polarization: the FORS2 instrument shows a broadly radial instrumental linear
polarization pattern, with nil polarization on-axis (where the GRB is positioned), and values increasing
with radial distance33,36,37. By picking this cut-off we prevent the instrumental pattern from influencing
the field objects’ Q,U centroid determination too much, while still retaining enough sources for a reliable
fit. We note that the number of bright field point sources within the mask is low in the case of 121024A
(87 data points from 9 individual stars enter the fit, considerably lower than in the case of 091018 17),
resulting in a somewhat larger uncertainty in the Galactic dust induced Q,U value. We find a value of
QGal = −0.0020, UGal = −0.0046. We use the standard deviation of the fitted 2D Gaussian as a measure
for the uncertainty on the Galactic dust induced Stokes parameters, finding σQGal = 0.0040, σUGal = 0.0043.
We correct the afterglow Q,U values by subtracting the Galactic dust induced Q,U values. To facilitate
comparison with models, we use the Stokes parameters to express the linear polarization in terms of the
polarization degree Plin and polarization angle θ as Plin =
√
(Q2 + U2)/I and θ = 12 arctan(U/Q), where
coordinates are chosen such that θ = 0 degrees for North, θ = 90 degrees for East. In the conversion from
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Q,U to Plin, θ we account for the effects of polarization bias
38,39 in the same manner as done for the data of
GRB 09101817,33. We correct the angles θ for the FORS2 instrumental zero angle offset37. Similarly we can
compute Pcir =
√
(V/I)2: the sign of V/I gives the polarization direction (clockwise or counter-clockwise).
We note that both the instrument induced circular polarization and linear to circular polarization crosstalk
are well studied for the FORS instruments and far below our detection levels on the optical axis (where the
afterglow is positioned)33,36,37, as such we expect no instrumental contribution to the detected V/I. A small
amount of instrumental circular polarization is expected to be present for sources observed far off axis36,37,
far from the GRB position. Since there are no bright (but unsaturated) stars near the GRB position, it is
therefore not possible to use field sources as secure independent secondary standards33,36,37. The circular
polarization induced by scattering by the dust in our own Galaxy, with E(B − V ) = 0.10 and the induced
linear polarization values as above, does not contribute significantly to the observed Pcir
40.
In the second night data, the afterglow of GRB 121024A shows a low level of linear polarization,
which means that the uncertainty on the angle θ is relatively large, as σθ = σPlin/2Plin. Nevertheless a clear
difference in angle is visible with respect to the first night of data, consistent with a 90 degree change in
polarization angle: the angle changes from 172 ± 2 degrees to 85 ± 10 degrees (Extended Data Table 1).
The two first observations have angles somewhat discrepant from the pre-jet break average (Extended Data
Table 1). Unfortunately we were not able to acquire infrared polarimetry simultaneous with the the R band
polarimetry for scheduling reasons - simultaneous multi wavelength polarimetry is the best way to directly
measure polarization induced by scattering off dust particles in the host galaxy34,40. However, the measured
line of sight extinction and indeed the linear polarization light curve itself, provide sufficient evidence that
the host galaxy dust induced linear polarization must be small: the measured AV ∼ 0.22 mag gives a limit
on the induced linear polarization of < 0.7% (assuming a Milky Way like polarization curve35).
Lightcurves and spectral energy distribution
The Swift XRT light curve is well described by three power law segments, with parameters (errors at 90%
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confidence level) α1 = 1.78
+0.49
−0.10, tbreak,1 = 619
+199
−348 s, α2 = 0.83
+0.13
−0.22, tbreak,2 = 3.4
+1.5
−2.2 × 104 s and α3 =
1.70+0.27−0.36
20. The uncertainty in the late break time is relatively large, as there are few data points post-break.
The optical afterglow of GRB 121024A was observed extensively with the seven channel (g′, r′, i′, z′, J,H,Ks
filters) Gamma-Ray Burst Optical and Near-Infrared Detector (GROND42) instrument, mounted on the
ESO 2.2m telescope at La Silla, Chile, providing photometric monitoring simultaneous to the polarimetry
(Extended Data Table 3). These GROND observations will be described in more detail in a forthcoming,
separate publication, but below we give some properties that are required to interpret the polarimetry. In
addition to the GROND data, we observed the position of GRB 121024A with the ACAM instrument on
the William Herschel Telescope (WHT) on 15 February 2013 (i.e. 114.8 days after burst), with the aim of
fixing the flux contribution of the host galaxy to the late time light curve. We acquired 14 × 180 seconds
exposures in Sloan r filter in relatively poor seeing conditions (∼ 1.8”). The resulting image (Extended Data
Figure 1) shows a clear detection of a source at the afterglow position, which we identify as the host galaxy
of this GRB, confirming that a late time detection in GROND data in g, r, i is dominated by the host. Its
brightness, r′ = 24.03± 0.20, places the host at the bright end of the host galaxy luminosity distribution at
this redshift43. Taking this bright host galaxy magnitude into account, a light curve break at around the
same time as the break in XRT data is apparent (Extended Data Fig. 3). We perform a joint fit to the XRT
and GROND light curves (where only XRT data after the first XRT light curve break, tbreak,1 are used)
to constrain the break time. We fit using a model that consists of a smoothly broken power law, generally
defined as
Fν(t) = Fν(tbreak)
((
t
tbreak
)α1s
+
(
t
tbreak
)α2s)−1/s
,
where tbreak is the break time, and α1 and α2 are pre- and post-break lightcurve indices, and s is the break
smoothness parameter. The pre- and post break slopes and break smoothness are free parameters in our fit,
and the break time is fixed to be the same for X-ray and optical/infrared wavelengths (i.e. an achromatic
break, and in addition a host galaxy contribution to the optical and infrared fluxes. This results in an
acceptable fit statistic (reduced χ2 = 157.38/132 = 1.192), and the following parameters (uncertainties
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are 1σ): break time tbreak,2 = 3.72 ± 0.07 × 104 s and break smoothness s = 5.01 ± 0.01; pre-break light
curve decay indices αpre,opt = 0.93 ± 0.02, αpre,X−ray = 0.96 ± 0.11; post-break light curve decay indices
αpost,opt = 1.25 ± 0.04, αpost,X−ray = 1.67 ± 0.10. We identify this late, achromatic, break tbreak,2 with a
so-called jet break. The resulting fit is shown in Extended Data Figure 3. While in each optical band there
are only a few data points post-break, GROND observes in seven bands simultaneously, making the break
significant. The relatively shallow post-break optical decay is likely caused by the combination of bright host
and smooth break: by the time the light curve asymptotes to its post-break index it is dominated by host
galaxy light.
The line of sight extinction in the host galaxy and the spectral slopes are found by fitting an
XRT+GROND spectral energy distribution (at time 11085 s after trigger) with a SMC-like extinction law44.
The best fit, with reduced χ2 = 1.04, is obtained by a single power law (a broken power law does not result
in significant fit improvement) with parameters β = 0.88 ± 0.01, and a optical extinction in the V band of
AV = 0.22± 0.02 magnitudes.
The fact that X-ray and optical/infrared wavelengths have the same spectral index and that the
pre-break decay indices are (within errors) identical, suggests that X-ray and optical are both in the same
spectral regime, likely ν > νc. The achromatic nature of the light curve break is consistent with a jet break
interpretation, supporting our interpretation of the linear polarization behaviour of this afterglow.
Circular polarization of synchrotron emission
The linear and circular polarization degrees of the optically-thin synchrotron emission from the electrons
with a spectrum given by N(γe, α) = Kγ
−p
e f(α), where γe is the electron Lorentz factor, α is the electron
pitch angle, and K is the normalisation factor, are given by45,11 :
Plin =
p+ 1
p+ 73
,
Pcir =
1
γe
(2 + p) cot θ + g(θ)
p
p+ 1
p+ 73
Γ
(
3p+8
12
)
Γ
(
3p+4
12
)
Γ
(
3p+7
12
)
Γ
(
3p−1
12
)
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Here θ is the viewing angle with respect to the magnetic field direction, and we have defined
g(θ) ≡ 1
f(θ)
df(α)
dα
∣∣∣∣
α=0
These two equations are valid when g(θ) γe.
If the electron pitch angle distribution is isotropic, i.e. g(θ) = 0, then Pcir ∼ γ−1e . This simply means
that the circular polarization contributions of electrons with pitch angles θ+α and θ−α nearly cancel out,
and the remaining Pcir scales with the angular size of the beaming cone of the synchrotron emission, γ
−1
e .
The electrons with Lorentz factor γe mainly contribute to the synchrotron emission at frequency
ν =
(
eB
2pimec
)
γ2e
Γ
1+z , where the magnetic field strength B and the blast wave Lorentz factor Γ can be
estimated by the standard external shock model21. Therefore, by calculating the Lorentz factor of the
electrons producing the R band emission, one can predict Pcir at the observing time as
Pcir ∼ 10−41/4B,−2E1/852 n1/8,
where B = 0.01B,−2 is the fraction of the magnetic energy density to the internal energy density, E =
1052E52 [erg] is the total blast wave energy, and n [cm
−3] is the circumburst particle number density. This
value does not strongly depend on the model parameters, and is very low (in spite of the assumption that the
magnetic field is ordered) compared to the observed value of Pcir = 0.61 ± 0.13%. In reality, the magnetic
field directions are largely random, as implied by the observed Plin light curve. However, the linear and
circular polarization degrees are reduced to the same extent by the randomness of the field, so the ratio
Pcir/Plin ∼ 10−4 is applicable also for the random field case, which is clearly inconsistent with the observed
value Pcir/Plin ∼ 0.15.
In a situation where the pitch angle distribution is not isotropic, the circular polarization contributions
of electrons are not cancelled out and Pcir can be higher. The observed polarization ratio Pcir/Plin, implies
that g(θ)/γe ∼ 0.1 and then g(θ) ∼ 103, which means a highly anisotropic pitch angle distribution.
21
The detection of high circular polarization implies that the emitting plasma consists mainly of electrons
and protons, rather than electrons and positrons, because the circular polarizations of the synchrotron
emission of electrons and positrons perfectly cancel out45. This implication is consistent with the emission
model of the forward shock propagating in the circumburst medium.
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Extended Data Figure 1. Host galaxy and afterglow image. Left, VLT FORS2 Rspecial band
acquisition image, with the afterglow indicated by tick marks. Right, Detection of the host galaxy in the
late-time WHT ACAM r band imaging.
Extended Data Figure 2. Polarimetry mask and afterglow brightness. A small section of a single
FORS2 Rspecial band polarimetric exposure (this is the −45◦ angle chip 1 frame of the cir4 set), illustrating
the shape of the aperture mask and brightness of the afterglow (indicated by an arrow).
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Extended Data Figure 3. Optical and X-ray afterglow light curves. a, Swift XRT X-ray light curve
in the time span covered by GROND observations; b, The full XRT light curve. c, Full GROND light curves
in all seven bands. Overplotted in panels a and c is the best fitting smoothly broken power law (Methods),
with a host galaxy contribution to the optical data. Residuals to this fit are shown in d.
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Extended Data Figure 4. X-ray to optical spectral energy distribution of the afterglow of
GRB 121024A. Shown is a spectral energy distribution using the seven GROND photometric bands and
simultaneous Swift XRT X-ray data. The overplotted solid line is the best fitting absorbed power law; the
dashed line shows the best fitting power law without the effects of reddening and X-ray absorption.
Extended Data Table 1. Linear polarimetry results. The polarization angle θ follows a standard
coordinate convention: North=0◦, East=90◦. The values are corrected for Galactic dust induced polarization
in Stokes parameter space, and polarization bias corrections are performed. Note that for the lin8 - lin11
datapoints we combine multiple exposure sets together: the polarization is low and the source faint.
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Extended Data Table 2. Circular polarimetry results. Each datapoint consists of two exposures (−45◦
and +45◦ angles) of 5 mins exposure time each. The sign of V/I is positive for all four data points (the sign
distinguishes clockwise and counterclockwise circular polarization direction), the circular polarization Pcir in
percent is therefore equal to the values in the third column. Uncertainties are 1σ.
Extended Data Table 3. GROND optical and near-infrared photometry of the afterglow.
Magntitudes are as observed; uncertainties are 1σ, upper limits are 3σ.
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